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This chapter discusses the use of mathematical modeling with technology in risk assessment in the broad 
area of operations research. The authors provide modeling as a process and illustrate suggested steps 
in the process. This chapter reviews some of the main modeling texts and provide a brief discussion of 
their processes. Many illustrative examples are provided to show the breadth of mathematical modeling. 
These examples cover such topics as discrete dynamical systems, game theory, multi-attribute decision 
making, data envelopment analysis with linear programming, and integer programming. The authors 
discuss the important of sensitivity analysis, as applicable. Several scenarios are used as illustrative 
examples of the process.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the importance of modeling for decision making in business (B), industry (I), and government 
(G). BIG decision making is essential to success at all levels. We do not encourage “shooting from the 
hip”. We recommend good analysis for the decision maker to examine and question in order to find the 
best alternative to choose or decision to make. This book explains the modeling process and provides 
examples of decision making throughout.
Let’s describe a mathematical model as a mathematical description of a system using the language of 
mathematics. The process of developing such a mathematical model is termed mathematical modeling. 
Mathematical models are used in the natural sciences (such as physics, biology, earth science, meteo-
rology), engineering disciplines (e.g. computer science, systems engineering, operations research, and 
in the social sciences (such as business, economics, psychology, sociology, political science, and social 
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networks). The professional is these areas use mathematical models all the time. A mathematical model 
may be used to help explain a system, to study the effects of different components, or to make predic-
tions about behavior (Giordano, Fox, & Horton, 2013).
Mathematical models can take many forms, including but not limited to dynamical systems, statistical 
models, regression models, differential equations, optimization models, or game theoretic models. These 
and other types of models can overlap, or one output becomes the input for another similar or different 
model form. In many cases, the quality of a scientific field depends on how well the mathematical models 
developed on the theoretical side agree with results of repeatable experiments (Giordano, et al, 2013). 
Any lack of agreement between theoretical mathematical models and experimental measurements could 
lead to model refinements and better, more useful, models. We do not plan to cover all the mathemati-
cal modeling processes here. We only provide an overview to the decision makers. Our goal is to offer 
competent, confident problem solvers for the 21st century. We suggest the references listed at the end of 
this chapter in order to get more familiar with the many techniques in mathematical modeling.
BACKGROUND
Overview and the Process of Mathematical Modeling
Bender (1978) first introduced a process for modeling. He highlighted: formulate the model, outline 
the model, ask is it useful, and test the model. Others have expanded on this simple outlined process. 
Giordano et al. (2013) presented a six step process: identify the problem to be solved, make assumptions, 
solve the model, verify the model, implement the model, and maintain the model. Myer (1984) suggested 
some guidelines for modeling including formulation, mathematical manipulation, and evaluation. Meer-
schaert (1993) developed a five step process: ask the question, select the modeling approach, formulate 
the model, solve the model, and answer the question. Albright (2010) subscribes mostly to concepts 
and process described in previous editions of Giordano. Fox (2012) suggested an eight-step approach: 
understand the problem or question, make simplifying assumptions, define all variables, construct the 
model, solve and interpret the model, verify the model, consider the model’s strengths and weaknesses, 
and implement the model.
Most of these pioneers in modeling have suggested similar starts in understanding the problem or 
question to be answered and making key assumptions to help enable the model to be built. We add here 
the need for sensitivity analysis or model testing to help insure we have a model that is performing cor-
rectly to answer the appropriate questions.
Someplace between the defining of the variables and the assumptions, we begin to consider the 
model’s form and technique that might be used to solve the model. The list of techniques is boundless in 
mathematics and we will not list them here. Suffice, it to say it might be good to initially decide among 
the mathematical forms: deterministic or stochastic for the model, linear or nonlinear for the relationship 
of the variables, and continuous or discrete.
In this chapter we will illustrate some application of models to problems in decision making in busi-
ness, industry, and government. We will discuss briefly the formulation of the model emphasis various 
aspects of importance to modeling. We will also provide a solution using the most common technique 
to solve that class of modeling problems.
For example, consider the following:
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Two observation posts 5.43 miles apart pick up a brief radio signal. The sensing devices were ori-
ented at 110  and 119  respectively when a signal was detected. The devices are accurate to within 2  
(that is ±2  of their respective angle of orientation). According to intelligence, the reading of the signal 
came from a region of active terrorist exchange, and it is inferred that there is a boat waiting for someone 
to pick up the terrorists. It is dusk, the weather is calm, and there are no currents. A small helicopter 
leaves a pad from Post 1 and is able to fly accurately along the 110  angle direction. This helicopter has 
only one detection device, a searchlight. At 200 ft, it can just illuminate a circular region with a radius 
of 25 ft. The helicopter can fly 225 miles in support of this mission due to its fuel capacity. Where do 
we search for the boat? How many search helicopters should you use to have a “good” chance of finding 
the target (Fox and Jaye, 2011)?
The writers of TV and movies decide that they are not receiving fair compensation for their work as 
their shows continue to be played on cable and DVDs. The writers decide to strike. Management refuses 
to budge. Can we analyze this to prevent this from reoccurring? Can we build a model to examine this? 
(Fox, 2008)
Consider locating emergency response teams within a county or region. Can we model location of 
ambulances to insure the maximum numbers of potential patients are covered by the emergency response 
teams? Can we find the minimum number of ambulances required?
You are a new manager of a bank. You set new goals for your tenure as manager. You analyze the 
current status of service to measure against your goals. Are you meeting demand? If not what can be 
done to improve service? You want to prevent catastrophic failure at your bank.
You have many alternatives to choose from for you venture. You have certain decision criteria that 
you consider to use to help in making this future. Can we build a mathematical model to assist us in 
this decision?
These are all events that we can model using mathematics. This chapter will help a decision maker 
understand what a mathematical modeler might do for them as a confident problem solver using the 
techniques of mathematical modeling. As a decision maker, understanding the possibilities and asking 
the key questions will enable better decisions to be made and lower the risks.
THE MODELING PROCESS
We introduce the process of modeling and examine many different scenarios in which mathematical 
modeling can play a role.
The art of mathematical modeling is learned through experience of building and solving modeling. 
Modelers must be creative, innovative, inquisitive, and willing to try new techniques and refinements.
To gain insight we should consider one framework that will enable the modeler to address the largest 
number of problems. The key is that there is something changing for which we want to know the effects 
and the results of the effects. We problem might involve a system under analysis. The real world system 
can be very complicated or very simplistic. This requires both types of real world systems to be modeled 
with the same logical stepwise process.
Consider modeling an investment. Our first inclination is to use the equations about compound inter-
est rates that we used in high school or college algebra.
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The compound interest formula calculates the value of a compound interest investment after ‘n’ 
interest periods.
A P i n= −( )1  
where:
A = Amount after n interest periods.
P = Principal, the amount invested at the start.
i = the interest rate applying to each period.
n  = the number of interest periods
This is a continuous formula. Have you seen any banking institution that give continuous interest? 
In our research, we have not. As a matter of fact at our local credit union they have a sign that says, 
money deposited after 10 AM do not get credited until the night after the deposit. This makes discrete 
compound interest on the balance a more compelling assumption
A powerful paradigm that we use to model with discrete dynamical systems is:
future value = present value + change 
The dynamical systems that we will present with this paradigm may differ in appearance and compo-
sition, but we will be able to solve a large class of these “seemingly” different dynamical systems with 
similar methods. In this chapter we will use iteration and graphical methods to answer questions about 
the discrete dynamical systems.
We could use flow diagrams to help us see how the dependent variable changes. These flow diagrams 
help to see the paradigm and put it into mathematical terms. Let’s consider financing a new Ford Mus-
tang. The cost is $25,000 and you can put down $2,000, so you need to finance $23,000. The dealership 
offers you 2% financing over 72 months. Consider the change diagram, Figure 1, for financing the car 
below that depicts this situation.
We use this flow diagram to help build the discrete dynamical model. Let A(n) = the amount owed 
after n months. Notice that the arrow pointing into the circle is the interest to the unpaid balance. This 
increases your debt. The arrow pointing out of the circle is your monthly payment that decreases your 
debt. We define the following variables:
Figure 1. Generic change diagram
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A(n+1) = the amount owed in the future
A(n) = amount currently owed
Change as depicted in the flow diagram is i A(n) – P, so the model is
A(n+1) = A(n) + i A(n) – P, where i is the monthly interest rate and P is the monthly payment
We solve my iterating this equation in a spread sheet. Back to our savings account issue. First, we 
assume we deposit $1,000 at 2.5% annual interest.
Perhaps, we will use the notation a(n) to be the amount of money we have in our account after n 
periods. Using the paradigm, we have
a(n+1)=a(n)+ change. 
We model change with the interest rate information and how it is compounded and is presented in the 
change diagram, Figure 2. A change diagram is suggested for more complicated dynamical system models.
A(0) = $1,000
After 1 month as have,
1,000+(1,000*0.025/12) = $1,002.08
If we want to see after 10 years or 120 months, we are better off using technology, like Excel. We 
will have $1,281.02. We did not fair to well so perhaps we would seek other ways to invest and make 
this money grow.
Consider installing cable to link together computers in a new computer room. Our first inclination is 
to use the equations about distance that we used in high school mathematics class. These equations are 
very simplistic and ignore many factors that could impact the installation of wire lines such as location 
of terminals, ground or ceiling, and other factors. As we add more factors we can improve the preci-
sion of the model. Adding these additional factors makes the model more realistic but possibly more 
complicated to produce and solve.
Figure 3 provides a closed loop process for modeling. Given a real world situation like the one above, 
we collect data in order to formulate a mathematical model. This mathematical model can be one we 
derive or select from a collection of already existing mathematical models. Then we analyze the model 
that we used and reach mathematical conclusions about it. Next, we interpret the model and either makes 
predict about what has occurred or offer explanation as to why something has occurred. Finally, we test 
our conclusion about the real world system with new data. We use sensitivity analysis of the parameters 
or inputs to see how they affect the model. We may refine or improve the model to improve its ability to 
predict or explain the phenomena. We might even go back and reformulate a new mathematical model.
Figure 2. Change diagram for a saving account
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There are many applications for modeling with difference equations including finance (Giordano, 
et al. 2013), biology (Klipp, et al. 2013; Epperlein, et al. 2014; Cui, et al., 2014), and combat modeling 
(Fox, 2010) .
Mathematical Modeling as a Process
We will illustrate some mathematical models describing change in the real world. We will also solve 
some of these illustrated models and analyze how good our resulting mathematical explanations and 
predictions are. The solution techniques that we employ take advantage of certain characteristics that 
the various models enjoy as realized through the formulation of the model.
When we observe change, we are often interested in understanding or explaining why or how a par-
ticular change occurs, perhaps to analyze the effects under different conditions, or perhaps to predict 
what will happen in the future. Consider the firing of a weapon system. Understanding how it behaves in 
different environments under differing weather or operators, or predicting how well it hits the targets are 
all of interest. For our purposes, we will consider a mathematical model to be a mathematical construct 
designed to study a particular real world system or behavior (Giordano, et al 2013). The model allows 
us to use mathematical operations to reach mathematical conclusions about the model as illustrated in 
Figure 3. An essential element will be interpretation not only of the mathematical results but how they 
translate into the real world system.
We define a system as is an assemblage of objects joined by some regular interaction or interdepen-
dence in order to work together. Examples include a bass and trout population living in a lake, a com-
munications satellite orbiting the earth, banking operations, delivering mail or packages, locations of 
emergency services or computer terminals. The person modeling is interested in understanding how a 
system works, what causes change in a system, and the sensitivity of the system to change. The person 
modeling is also interested in predicting what changes might occur and when these changes might occur.
Figure 4 suggests how we can obtain real-world conclusions from a mathematical model. First, 
observations identify the factors that seem to be involved in the behavior of interest. Often we cannot 
consider, or even identify, all the relevant factors, so we make simplifying assumptions excluding some 
of them (Giordano et al, 2013). Next, we might build or test tentative relationships among the remain-
ing identified factors. This might give us a reasonable first cut at a model. We then solve the model and 
determine the reasonableness of the model’s conclusions. Passing the “common sense” test is important. 
However, since these results apply only to the model, they may or may not apply to the actual real-world 
system in question. Simplifications were made in constructing the model and the observations upon 
Figure 3. Modeling real world systems with mathematics (adapted from Giordano, et al, 2013)
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which the model is based invariably contain errors and limitations. Thus, we must carefully account for 
these anomalies and test the conclusions of the model against real-world observations. If the model is 
reasonably valid, we can then draw inferences about the real-world behavior from the conclusions drawn 
from the model. In summary, we have the following procedure for investigating real-world behavior 
(Giordano, et al, 2013):
1.  Observe the system and identify the factors involved in the real-world behavior, possibly making 
simplifying assumptions as necessary.
2.  Build initial relationships among the factors.
3.  Apply mathematical principles to solve the resultant “model.”
4.  Interpret the mathematical conclusions both mathematically and in terms of the real-world system.
5.  Test the model conclusions against real-world observations. Do the results pass the common sense 
test?
There are various kinds of models. A good mathematical modeler will build a library of models and 
to recognize various real-world situations to which they apply. Most models simplify reality. Generally, 
models can only approximate real-world behavior. Next, let’s summarize a process for formulating a 
mathematical model.
Model Construction
Let’s focus our attention on the process of model construction. An outline is presented as a procedure 
to help construct mathematical models. In the next section, we will illustrate this procedure with a few 
examples.
These nine steps are:
Step 1: Understand the problem or the question asked.
Step 2: Make simplifying assumptions.
Step 3: Define all variables.
Step 4: Construct a model.
Figure 4. Modeling as a Closed Loop (adapted from Giordano et al, 2013)
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Step 5: Solve and interpret the model. Test the model. Do the results pass the common sense test?
Step 6: Verify the model. Validate, if possible
Step 7: Identify the strengths and weaknesses as a reflection of your model.
Step 8: Sensitivity Analysis or Model Testing
Step 9: Implement and maintain the model for future use.
These steps act as a guide for thinking about the problem and getting started in the modeling process. 
We choose steps from the other authors previously discussed and put them together in these nine steps.
Let’s discuss each step in more depth. For each we recommend asking yourself a series of short ques-
tions. What is my goal? How useful is my result?
Step 1: Understand the problem or the question asked.
Understanding the problem is the same as identifying the problem. Identifying the problem to study 
is usually difficult. In real life no one walks up to you and hands you an equation to be solved. Usually, 
it is a comment like, “we need to make more money”, or “we need to improve our efficiency”. We need 
to make better decisions. We need all our units that are not 100% efficient to become more efficient. We 
need to be precise in our formulation of the mathematics to actually describe the situation.
Step 2: Make simplifying assumptions:
Giordano et al, describe this well (2103).Start by brain storming the situation. Make a list of as 
many factors, or variables, as you can. Realize we usually cannot capture all these factors influencing 
a problem. The task is simplified by reducing the number of factors under consideration. We do this by 
making simplifying assumptions about the factors, such as holding certain factors as constants. We might 
then examine to see if relationships exist between the remaining factors (or variables). Assuming simple 
relationships might reduce the complexity of the problem. Once you have a shorter list of variables, 
classify them as independent variables, dependent variables, or neither.
Step 3: Define all Variables.
It is critical to define all of your variable and provide the mathematical notation for each. Include 
all variables even those you might think that you will not initially use. Often we find we need these in 
the refinement process.
Step 4: Construct the model
Using tools at your disposal or after learning new mathematical tools, you use your own creativity 
build a model that describes the situation and whose solution helps to answer important questions that 
have been asked. Generally three methods might be applied here. From first principles, your assumptions, 
and your variable list construct a useable mathematical model. From a data set, perform data analysis 
to examine for useful patterns that might suggest a useful model form such as a regression model. From 
research, take a model off the shelf and either use it directly or modify it appropriately for your use 
(Giordano, et al, 2013).
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Step 5: Solve and interpret the model.
We take the model that we have constructed in steps 1-4 and we solve it. Often this model might be 
too complex or unwieldy so we cannot solve it or interpret it. If this happens, we return to steps 2-4 and 
simplify the model further. We can always try to enhance the model later. We also must insure that the 
model yields useable results for which the model was proposed. We will call this “passing the common 
sense test”.
Step 6: Verify the model (Giordano et. al., 2013).
Before we use the model, we should test it out. There are several questions we must ask. Does the 
model directly answer the question or does the model allow for the answer to the questions to be an-
swered? Is the model useable in a practical sense (can we obtain data to use the model)? Does the model 
pass the common sense test?
We like to say we collaborate the reasonableness of our model.
Step 7: Strengths and weaknesses
No model is complete with self-reflection of the modeling process. We need to consider not only 
what we did right but we did that might be suspect as well as what we could do better. This reflection 
also helps in refining models in the future.
Step 8: Sensitivity Analysis and Model Testing.
Sensitivity analysis is used to determine how “sensitive” a model is to changes in the value of the 
parameters of the model and to changes in the structure of the model.
Parameter sensitivity is usually performed as a series of tests in which the modeler sets different 
parameter values to see how a change in the parameter causes a change in the dynamic behavior of the 
stocks. By showing how the model behavior responds to changes in parameter values, sensitivity analysis 
is a useful tool in model building as well as in model evaluation.
Sensitivity analysis helps to build confidence in the model by studying the uncertainties that are often 
associated with parameters in models. Many parameters in system dynamics models represent quantities 
that are very difficult, or even impossible to measure to a great deal of accuracy in the real world. Also, 
some parameter values change in the real world. Therefore, when building a system dynamics model, 
the modeler is usually at least somewhat uncertain about the parameter values he chooses and must use 
estimates. Sensitivity analysis allows him to determine what level of accuracy is necessary for a parameter 
to make the model sufficiently useful and valid. If the tests reveal that the model is insensitive, then it 
may be possible to use an estimate rather than a value with greater precision. Sensitivity analysis can also 
indicate which parameter values are reasonable to use in the model. If the model behaves as expected 
from real world observations, it gives some indication that the parameter values reflect, at least in part, 
the “real world.” Sensitivity tests help the modeler to understand dynamics of a system.
Experimenting with a wide range of values can offer insights into behavior of a system in extreme 
situations. Discovering that the system behavior greatly changes for a change in a parameter value can 
identify a leverage point in the model— a parameter whose specific value can significantly influence 
the behavior mode of the system.
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Step 9: Implement and maintain the model.
A model is pointless if we do not use it. The more user-friendly the model the more it will be used. 
Sometimes the ease of obtaining data for the model can dictate the model’s success or failure. The model 
must also remain current. Often this entails updating data used for the model as well as updating the 
parameters used in the model.
Further, we additionally point out that a decision maker may ask these as questions about the model 
being presented to them. Perhaps, “what problem did you attempt to solve”, might be asked by a deci-
sion maker.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES: STARTING THE MODELING PROCESS
We now demonstrate the modeling process that was presented in the previous section. Emphasis is placed 
on problem identification and choosing appropriate (useable) variables in this section. Several are solved 
as case studies later in this chapter.
Example 1: Prescribed Drug Dosage
• Scenario: Consider a patient that needs to take a newly marketed prescribed drug. To prescribe a 
safe and effective regimen for treating the disease, one must maintain a blood concentration above 
some effective level and below any unsafe level. How is this determined?
• Understanding the Problem: Our goal is a mathematical model that relates dosage and time 
between dosages to the level of the drug in the bloodstream. What is the relationship between the 
amount of drug taken and the amount in the blood after time, t? By answering this question, we 
are empowered to examine other facets of the problem of taking a prescribed drug.
• Assumptions: We should chose or know the disease in question and the type (name) of the drug 
that is to be taken. We will assume the drug is digoxin, a drug taken for heart disease. We need to 
know or to find decaying rate of digoxin in the blood stream. This might be found from data that 
has been previously collected. We need to find the safe and unsafe levels of digoxin based upon 
the drug’s “effects” within the body. This will serve as bounds for our model. Initially, we might 
assume that the patient size and weight has no effect on the drug’s decay rate. We might assume 
that all patients are about the same size and weight. All are in good health and no one takes other 
drugs that affect the prescribed drug. We assume all internal organs are functionally properly. We 
might assume that we can model this using a discrete time period even though the absorption rate 
is a continuous function. These assumptions help simplify the model.
Example 2: Merchants Located Downtown and in Malls
Let’s consider the attempt to revitalize the downtown section of a small city with merchants. There are 
merchants downtown and other in the large mall. Suppose historical records determined that 60% of 
the downtown merchants remain downtown while 40% move to the mall. We find the 70% of the mall 
merchants want to remain in the mall but 30% want to move to downtown. The is displayed in the flow 
diagram, Figure 5. Build a model to determine the long term behavior of these merchants based upon 
this historical data.
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• Problem Identification: Determine the relationship of the merchants over time.
• Assumptions: Let n represent the number of business months. We define
D(n) = the number of merchants operating downtown at the end of n months 
M(n) = the number of merchants operating at the mall at the end of n months 
We assume that no other incentives are given to the merchants for either staying or moving.
Example 3: Emergency Medical Response
The Emergency Service Coordinator (ESC) for a county is interested in locating the county’s three am-
bulances to maximize the residents that can be reached within 8 minutes in emergency situations. The 
county is divided into 6 zones and the average time required to travel from one region to the next under 
semi- perfect conditions are summarized in the following Table 1.
The population in zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are given by the Table 2.
• Problem Identification: Determine the location for placement of the ambulances to maximize 
coverage within the allotted time.
• Assumptions: Time travel between zones is negligible. Times in the data are averages under ideal 
circumstances.
Figure 5. Flow Diagram for merchants downtown and malls
Table 1. Average travel times from Zone i to Zone j in perfect conditions
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 8 12 14 10 16
2 8 1 6 18 16 16
3 12 18 1.5 12 6 4
4 16 14 4 1 16 12
5 18 16 10 4 2 2
6 16 18 4 12 2 2
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Example 4: Bank Service Problem
The bank manager is trying to improve customer satisfaction by offering better service. The management 
wants the average customer to wait to be less than 2 minutes and the average length of the queue (length 
of the line waiting) to be 2 or fewer. The bank estimates about 150 customers per day. The existing ar-
rival and service times are given in Tables 3 and 4.
• Problem Identification: Build a mathematical model to determine of the bank if meeting its 
goals.
• Assumptions: Determine if the current customer service is satisfactory according to the manager 
guidelines. If not, determine through modeling the minimal changes for servers required to ac-
complish the manager’s goal. We might begin by selecting a queuing model off the shelf to obtain 
some bench mark values.
Example 5: Measuring Efficiency
We have three major units where each unit has 2 inputs and 3 outputs as shown in Table 5.
• Problem Identification: Can we build a mathematic model to examine efficiency of a unit based 
upon their inputs and outputs as compared to other units?








Table 3. Arrival times









Table 4. Service times
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Assumptions and Variables
We define the following decision variables:
ti = value of a single unit of output of DMU i, for i=1,2,3
wi=cost or weights for one unit of inputs of DMU i, for i=1,2
efficiencyi =(total value of i’s outputs)/(total cost of i’s inputs), for i=1,2,3
The following modeling initial assumptions are made:
1.  No unit will have an efficiency more than 100%.
2.  If any efficiency is less than 1, then it is inefficient.
Example 6: Game Theory with Battle of the Bismarck Sea
In February 1943 at a critical stage of the struggle for New Guinea, the Japanese decided to bring re-
inforcements from the nearby island of New Britain. In moving their troops the Japanese could either 
route north where rain and poor visibility were expected or south where clear weather was expected. In 
either case, the trip would be 3 days. Which route should they take? If the Japanese were only interested 
in time, they would be indifferent to the two routes. Perhaps they wanted to minimize their convoy to 
expose by US bombers. For the US, General Kenney also faced a difficult choice. Allied intelligence 
had detected evidence of the Japanese convoy assembling at the far side of New Britain. Kenney, of 
course, wanted to maximize the days the bombers could attack the convoy but he did not have enough 
reconnaissance planes to saturate both routes. What should he do?
• Problem Identification: Build a mathematical model of conflict between players to determine the 
“best” strategy option for each player.
• Assumptions: Kenney can search south or north and let’s put these in rows. The Japanese can 
actually sail north or south and let’s put these in columns. Assume we get more information from 
the G-2, intelligence, and that the information is accurate. If there is clear exposure then we bomb 
all three days. Search south and do not find (then have to search North in bad weather will waste 
2 days searching) and then -bomb 1 day. Search North and Japanese sail North will be exposed 2 
days. Search North and Sail south will be exposed 2 days.
Further assumptions provide a change in the values that lead to different decisions as we will show later.
Table 5. Input and outputs
Unit Input #1 Input #2 Output #1 Output #2 Output #3
1 5 14 9 4 16
2 8 15 5 7 10
3 7 12 4 9 13
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Example 7: Risk Analysis for Homeland Security
Consider proving support to the Department of Homeland Security. The department only has so many 
assets and a finite amount of time to conduct investigations, thus priorities might be established. The 
risk assessment office has collected the data for the morning meeting shown in Table 6. Your operations 
research team must analyze the information and provide a priority list to the risk assessment team for 
that meeting.
• Problem Identification: Build a model that ranks the incidents in a priority order.
Assumptions: We have past decision that will give us insights into the decision maker’s process. We 
have data only on reliability, approximate number of deaths, approximate costs to fix or rebuild, location, 
destructive influence, and number of intelligence gathering tips. These will be the criteria for our analysis.
• Assumptions: The data is accurate and precise. We can convert words into ordinal numbers.
• Model: We think we could use multi-attribute decision making techniques for our model. We de-
cide on a hybrid approach of AHP-TOPSIS. We will use AHP with Saaty’s (1980) pairwise com-
parison to obtain the decision maker weights. We will also use the pairwise comparison to obtain 
numerical values for the criteria: location and destructive influence. Then we will use TOPSIS.
ILLUSTRATIVE MODELING SOLUTIONS FOR EXAMPLES
In this section we present the mathematical methods to solve some of the illustrative examples discussed 
previously. The solution methods include mathematical modeling tools such as discrete dynamical 
systems (DDS), game theory, data envelopment analysis with linear programming, and multi-attribute 
decision making in risk analysis.























2-Anthrax-Bio Terror Threat 0.45 .8 10 Urban 
dense
Intense 12
3-DC-Road & Bridge network 
threat
0.35 0.005 300 Urban & 
rural
Strong 8
4-NY subway threat 0.73 12 200 Urban 
dense
Very Strong 5




6-Major bank robbery 0.81 0.0002 10 Urban 
dense
Weak 16
7-FAA Threat 0.70 0.001 5 Rural dense Moderate 15
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Example 1: Car Selection (Discrete Dynamical 
Systems or Difference Equations)
You wish to buy a new car soon. You initially narrow your choices to a Saturn, Focus, and a Toyota 
Corolla. You have allocated at most $220 a month on a car payment. Each dealership offers you their 
prime deal:
• Saturn $11,900 $1,000 down 3.5% interest for up to 60 months
• Focus $11,500 $1,500 down 4.5% interest for up to 60 months
• Corolla $10,900 $ 500 down 6.5% interest for up to 48 months
Let’s define the following variables:
S(n) = amount owed on the Saturn after n months
F(n) = amount owed on the Ford after n months
T(n)= amount owed on the Toyota after n months
The model for each car is provided from the paradigm and a change diagram, Figure 6:
S(n+1)=S(n)+(0.035/12)*S(n)-payment, S(0)=11,900-1,000= 10,900, n=1,2,…,60 
F(n+1)=F(n)+(0.045/12)*F(n)-payment, F(0)=11,500-1,500=10,000, n=1,2,…,60 
T(n+1)=T(n)+(0.065/12)*T(n)-payment, T(0)=10,900-500=10,400, n=1,2,…,48 
Using an iterative process we find that with a payment of $198.29 per month we can purchase the 
Saturn, for $186.43 per month we can purchase the Ford, and for $246.63 per month we can purchase 
the Toyota. Thus, we could decide to purchase either the Saturn or the Ford but not the Toyota. This is 
shown in the Excel spreadsheet displayed as Table 7.
Example 2: Modeling Business Transfers Using a System 
Discrete Dynamical Systems (Fox, et al., 1997)
Let’s consider the attempt to revitalize the downtown section of a small city with merchants. There are 
merchants downtown and other in the large mall. Suppose historical records determined that 60% of 
the downtown merchants remain downtown while 40% move to the mall. We find the 70% of the mall 
merchants want to remain in the mall but 30% want to move to downtown. Build a model to determine 
the long term behavior of these merchants based upon this historical data.
Figure 6. Flow diagram for car problem
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• Problem Identification: Determine the relationship of the merchants over time.
• Assumptions and Variables: Let n represent the number of business months. We define
D(n) = the number of merchants operating downtown at the end of n months 
M(n) = the number of merchants operating at the mall at the end of n months 
We assume that no other incentives are given to the merchants for either staying or moving. The num-
ber of merchants downtown in any time period is equal to the number of downtown merchants that stay 
downtown plus the number of mall merchants that relocate downtown. The same is true for the number 
of mall merchants in any time period is equal to the number that remain in the mall plus the number of 
downtown merchants that move to the mall. Mathematically, this is written as:
D(n+1) = 0.60 D(n) + 0.30 M(n) 
M(n+1) = 0.4 D(n) + 0.7 M(n) 
There are initially 150 merchants in the mall and 100 merchants downtown. We seek to find the long 
term behavior of this system. We rewrite the model as a system of DDS:
D(n+1) = 0.6 D(n) + 0.3 M(n) 
M(n+1)= 0.4 D(n) + 0.7 M (n) 
D(0)= 150 and M(0)=100 merchants, respectively. 
Prior to dealing with the initial conditions we examine the discrete dynamical systems to determine 
the long term probabilities. Graphically we display the result in Figure 7 that also contains the long 
term probabilities.
Table 7. Iterative numerical solution to the car problem
Payment 198.29 186.43 246.64
N S(n) F(n) T(n)
0 10900 10000 10400
1 10733.50 9851.07 10209.70
2 10566.52 9701.58 10018.36
3 10399.05 9551.53 9826.00
… … … …
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The long term probabilities are 0.42857 and 0.57143, respectively. Since we know there will be 250 
total merchants, then for D(n) we find 0.42857*250 = 107.1425 and for M(n) we find 0.57143*250 = 
142.8575. These values are the long term stability values of the system.
Analytically, we can solve for the equilibrium values mathematically. We let X= D(n) and Y = M(n). 
From the DDS, we obtain the equations:
X = .6 X + . 3 Y 
Y = .4 x + .7 Y 
We solve and find both equations reduce to X = ¾ Y. There are 2 unknowns so we need a second 
equation. From the initial conditions, we know that X+Y = 250. We can use the equations
X+Y = 250 and X= ¾ Y to find the equilibrium values: X= 107.1428571 and Y = 142.85714329.
We iterate from near those equilibrium values and we find the sequences tend toward those values. 
We conclude the system has stable equilibrium values.
• Interpretation: The long-term behavior show that eventually (without other influences) that of 
the 250 merchants about 107 merchants will be downtown and about 143 will be in the mall. We 
might want to try to attract new businesses to the community and add incentives for operating the 
business downtown.
Figure 7. The merchants’ problem showing stable equilibrium values as long term probabilities
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Example 3: Emergency Medical Response (Integer Programming or Networks)
• Problem Identification: Determine the location for placement of the ambulances to maximize 
coverage within the allotted time.
• Assumptions: Time travel between zones is negligible. Times in the data are averages under ideal 
circumstances.
This problem and table of values were previously discussed.
We assume due to nature of the problem as a facility location problem that we employ integer pro-















1 if ambulance is located in j and 0 if not located in j. 
m = number of ambulances available
hi = is the population to be served at demand node i.
tij = shortest time from node j to node I in perfect conditions
i=set of all demand nodes




x1 + x2> y1 
x1 + x2 + x3> y2 
x3 + x5 + x6> y3 
x3 + x4 + x6> y4 
x4 + x5 + x6> y5 
x3 + x5 + x6> y6 
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x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 = 3 
all variables are binary integers.
• Solution and Analysis: We find we can cover all 270,000 potential patients with three ambu-
lances posted in location 1, 3, and 6. We can cover all 270,000 potential patients with only two 
ambulances posted in locations 1 and 6. If we only had one ambulance, we can cover at most 
185,000 with the ambulance located in location 3. We will have 85,000 persons not covered so 
this might not be an acceptable decision. As an integer programming problem, sensitivity analysis 
is conducted by changing the inputs to the model.
Example 4: Bank Service Problem
The bank manager is trying to improve customer satisfaction by offering better service. The management 
wants the average customer to wait to be less than 2 minutes and the average length of the queue (length 
of the line waiting) to be 2 or fewer. The bank estimates about 150 customers per day. The existing ar-
rival and service times were previously provided in Table 3 and Table 4.
• Problem Identification: Build a mathematical model to determine of the bank if meeting its 
goals.
• Assumptions: Determine if the current customer service is satisfactory according to the manager 
guidelines. If not, determine through modeling the minimal changes for servers required to ac-
complish the manager’s goal. We might begin by selecting a queuing model off the shelf to obtain 
some bench mark values.
We might start with basic queueing theory. We define the following terms.
λ = average arrival rate (people/time period)
μ = average service rate (people/ time period)
In terms of the queue, it must be true that λ < μ otherwise the queue grows without bound. The 
average arrival time is computed by expected value, E[arrival]= Σ (time between arrival) * associated 
probability. This is computed from the Table 1.14 as 2.65 persons per minute. The average service time 
is computed by expected value, E[service time]= Σ (service time) * associated probability. This is com-
puted from the Table 1.15 as 2.45 persons per minute. Since 2.65> 2.45 the queue grows. The average 
service time of 2.45 persons per minute is greater than the time management desires in their goals. The 
length of queue during a given day is also greater than the management goals. Efforts need to be made 
to improve such as training for the server to improve their service times and adding an additional server.
Example 5: Measuring Efficiency with Data Envelopment 
Analysis and Linear Programming
Consider the following manufacturing process from Winston (1995) where we have three DMUs each 
of which has 2 inputs and 3 outputs as shown in the Table 8.
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Since no units are given and the scales are similar so we decide not to normalize the data. We define 
the following decision variables:
ti = value of a single unit of output of DMU i, for i=1,2,3
wi=cost or weights for one unit of inputs of DMU i, for i=1,2
efficiencyi = DMUi =(total value of i’s outputs)/(total cost of i’s inputs), for i=1,2,3
The following modeling assumptions are made:
1.  No DMU will have an efficiency of more than 100%.
2.  If any efficiency is less than 1, then it is inefficient.
3.  We will scale the costs so that the costs of the inputs equals 1 for each linear program. For example, 
we will use 5w1+14w2=1 in our program for DMU1.
4.  All values and weights must be strictly positive, so we use a constant such as 0.0001 in lieu of 0.










To calculate the efficiency of DMU2, we define the linear program as:
Table 8. Input-output for DMU efficiency
DMU Input #1 Input #2 Output #1 Output #2 Output #3
1 5 14 9 4 16
2 8 15 5 7 10
3 7 12 4 9 13
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The linear programming solutions show the efficiencies as DMU1=DMU3=1, DMU2=0.77303.
• Interpretation: DMU2 is operating at 77.303% of the efficiency of DMU1 and DMU3. Management 
could concentrate some improvements or best practices from DMU1 or DMU3 for DMU2. An 
examination of the dual prices for the linear program of DMU2 yields λ1=0.261538, λ2=0, and 
λ3=0.661538. The average output vector for DMU2 can be written as:
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In our data, output #3 is 10 units. Thus, we may clearly see the inefficiency is in output #3 where 
12.785 units are required. We find that they are short 2.785 units (12.785-10=2.785). This helps focus 
on treating the inefficiency found for output #3.
• Sensitivity Analysis: Sensitivity analysis in a linear program is sometimes referred to as “what if” 
analysis. Let’s assume that without management engaging some additional training for DMU2 that 
DMU2 output #3 dips from 10 to 9 units of output while the input # 2, hours, increases from 15 to 
16 hours. We find that these changes in the technology coefficients are easily handled in resolving 
the LPs. Since DMU2 is affected, we might only modify and solve the LP concerning DMU2. We 
find with these changes that DMU’s efficiency is now only 74% as effective as DMU1 and DMU3.
Example 6: The Battle of the Bismarck Sea (Game Theory)
The Battle of the Bismarck Sea is set in the South Pacific in 1943. The historical facts are that General 
Imamura had been ordered to transport Japanese troops across the Bismarck Sea to New Guinea, and 
General Kenney, the United States commander in the region, wanted to bomb the troop transports prior 
to their arrival at their destination. Imamura had two options to choose from as routes to New Guinea: a 
shorter northern route or a longer southern route. Kenney must decide where to send his search planes 
and bombers to find the Japanese fleet. If Kenney sends his planes to the wrong route he can recall them 
later, but the number of bombing days is reduced.
We assume that both commanders, Imamura and Kenney, are rational players, each trying to obtain 
their best outcome. Further, we assume that there is no communications or cooperation which may be 
inferred since the two are enemies engaging in war. Further, each is aware of the intelligence assets that 
are available to each side and are aware of what the intelligence assets are producing. We assume that 
both the number of days that US planes can bomb as well as the number of days to sail to New Guinea 
are assumed to be accurate estimates.
The players, Kenney and Imamura, both have the same set of strategies for routes: {North, South} 
and their payoffs given as the numbers of exposed days for bombing is shown in Table 9. Imamura loses 
exactly what Kenney gains. This is a total conflict game.
As a total conflict game, we might list only the outcomes to Kenney in order to find our solution, 
The payoffs are provided in Table 10.
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There is a dominant column strategy for Imamura, to sail North since the values in the column are 
correspondingly less than or equal to the values for sailing South. This would eliminate the column for 
South. Seeing that as an option, Kenney would search North as that option provides a greater outcome 
than searching South, 2>1. We could also apply the minimax theorem from section 10.3 (saddle point 
method) to find a plausible Nash equilibrium as Kenney searches North and Imamura takes the Northern 
route as shown in Table 11.
Applied to the Battle of the Bismarck Sea, this Nash equilibrium of (North, North) implies the no 
player can do unilaterally better by changing their strategy. The solution is for the Japanese to sail North 
and for Kenney to search North yielding 2 bombing days. This result (North, North) was indeed the real 
outcome in 1943.
Next, let’s assume that communications is allowed. We will consider first moves by each player. If 
Kenney moved first, (North, North) would remain the outcome. However, (North, South) also becomes 
a valid response also with value 2.
If Imamura moved first, (North, North) would be the outcome. What is important about moving first 
in a zero sum game is that although it gives more information, neither player can better than the Nash 
equilibrium in the original zero sum game. We conclude from our brief analysis that moving first does 
not alter the equilibrium of the game. It is true that in zero sum games that moving first does not alter 
the equilibrium strategies of the game.
Table 9. The Battle of the Bismarck Sea with 
payoffs to (Kenney, Imamura)
Imamura
North South
Kenney North (2,-2) (2,-2)
South (1,-1) (3,-3)




Kenney North 2 2
South 1 3
Table 11. Minimax Method (Saddle Point Method)
Imamura Row Min Max of Row Min
North South
Kenney North 2 2 2 2




Min of Col. 
Max
2
Table 12. New Payoff Matrix for the Battle
Imamura
North South
Kenney North 1 4
South 3 1
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If there is not a saddle point solution then the solution is found by playing a mixed strategy based 
upon probabilities to play the respective strategies of each player in the game. We illustrate by changing 
the values in the above game to the following payoff matrix in Table 12.
Since there is no pure strategy solution, we find the mixed strategy solutions for each player. We 
use the method of oddments (Straffin, 2004). We find Kenny should search North 2/5 of the time and 
search South 3/5 of the time while Imamura should go North 3/5 of the time and go South 2/5 of the 
time. The value of this game to Kenny is 2.2. Since game theory is based upon the repetitive nature of 
the game this makes sense. These mixed strategy probabilities yield the best solution for each player and 
constitutes a Nash equilibrium whereby no player will unilaterally alter their strategy.
Example 7. Modeling Risk Assessment with Multi-Attribute Decision Making
Consider proving support to the Department of Homeland Security. The department only has so many 
assets and a finite amount of time to conduct investigations, thus priorities might be established. The 
risk assessment office has collected the data for the morning meeting shown in Table 13. Your opera-
tions research team must analyze the information and provide a priority list to the risk assessment team 
for that meeting. 
• Problem Identification: Build a model that ranks the incidents in a priority order.
• Assumptions: We have past decision that will give us insights into the decision maker’s process. 
We have data only on reliability, approximate number of deaths, approximate costs to fix or re-
build, location, destructive influence, and number of intelligence gathering tips. These will be the 
criteria for our analysis.


















1-Dirty Bomb Threat 0.40 10 150 Urban 
dense
Extremely intense 3
2-Anthrax-Bio Terror Threat 0.45 .8 10 Urban 
dense
Intense 12
3-DC-Road & Bridge 
network threat
0.35 0.005 300 Urban & 
rural
Strong 8
4-NY subway threat 0.73 12 200 Urban 
dense
Very Strong 5




6-Major bank robbery 0.81 0.0002 10 Urban 
dense
Weak 16
7-FAA Threat 0.70 0.001 5 Rural dense Moderate 15
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• Model: We think we could use multi-attribute decision making techniques for our model. We de-
cide on a hybrid approach of AHP-TOPSIS. We will use AHP with Saaty’s (1980) pairwise com-
parison to obtain the decision maker weights. We will also use the pairwise comparison to obtain 
numerical values for the criteria: location and destructive influence. Then we will use TOPSIS. 
The TOPSIS process is carried out in sequential steps:
Step 1: Create an evaluation matrix consisting of m alternatives and n criteria, with the intersection of 
each alternative and criterion given as xij, giving us a matrix (Xij)m x n.
D
x x x x
x x x x





11 12 13 1
21 22 23 2




. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .



































for i=1,2…,m; j= 1,2,…n.
Step 3: Calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix. First we need the weights. Weights can come 
from either the decision maker or by computation.
Step 3a: Use either the decision maker’s weights for the attributes x1,x2,..xn or compute the weights 
through the use of Saaty’s (1980) AHP decision maker weights method to obtain the weights as 









The sum of the weights over all attributes must equal 1 regardless of the method used.
Step 3b: Multiply the weights to each of the column entries in the matrix from Step 2 to obtain the 
matrix, T.
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T t w r i mij m n j ij m n= = =× ×( ) ( ) , , ,...,1 2  
Step 4: Determine the worst alternative (Aw) and the best alternative (Ab): Examine each attribute’s 
column and select the largest and smallest values appropriately. If the values imply larger is better 
(profit), then the best alternatives are the largest values, and if the values imply smaller is better 
(such as cost), then the best alternative is the smallest value.
A t i m j J t i m j J tw ij ij w= = ∈ = ∈{ } ≡− +max( | , ,... ) | , min( | , ,..., ) \1 2 1 2 j j n| , ,..., ,={ }1 2
A t i m j J t i m j J twb ij ij= = ∈ = ∈{ } ≡− +min( | , ,... ) | , max( | , ,..., ) \1 2 1 2 bj j n| , ,..., ,={ }1 2  
where,
J j n j+ = ={ }1 2, ,..., |  
associated with the criteria having a positive impact, and
J j n j− = ={ }1 2, ,..., | associated with the criteria having a negative impact. 
We suggest that if possible make all entry values in terms of positive impacts.
Step 5: Calculate the L2-distance between the target alternative i and the worst condition Aw





∑ ( ) , , , ,...,2
1
1 2  
and then calculate the distance between the alternative i and the best condition Ab





∑ ( ) , , ,...,2
1
1 2  
where diw and dib are L2-norm distances from the target alternative i to the worst and best conditions, 
respectively.
Step 6: Calculate the similarity to the worst condition:
s d
d d
s i miw iw
iw ib
iw= +
≤ ≤ =, , , ,...,0 1 1 2  
siw=1 if and only if the alternative solution has the worst condition; and
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siw=0 if and only if the alternative solution has the best condition.
Step 7: Rank the alternatives according to their value from siw (i=1,2,…,m) .
Normalization
Two methods of normalization that have been used to deal with incongruous criteria dimensions are 
linear normalization and vector normalization.
Normalization can be calculated as in Step 2 of the TOPSIS process above. Vector normalization 
was incorporated with the original development of the TOPSIS method (Yoon, 1987), and is calculated 










for i=1,2…,m; j= 1,2,…n.
We use Table 13 in our analysis. The criteria must be prioritized first. Our choice, in consultation 
with experts, for the prioritization of the five criteria are: reliability of threat assessment, destruction 
psychological influence, approximate number of deaths, location, cost to fix damage, and number of 
tips. We apply Saaty’s pairwise comparison (1980) using the nine point scale shown in Table 14.
The consistency ratio, CR, must be less than 0.1. In our model the CR is found to be 0.06382.
Using the steps in TOPSIS, we obtain a ranking of the threats.
By our analysis, based upon the weights of the decision criteria the top three are the NY subway, the 
DC Metro, and the dirty bomb. These weights represent probabilities weights based upon the decision 
makers subjective inputs. Since these are based upon our weights, we need to employ sensitivity analysis 
to the weights and see if our ranks change.
















Table 14. Saaty’s 9 Point scale (Saaty, 1980)




7 Very Strong Importance
9 Extreme Importance
2,4,6,8 For compromises between the above
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where wj’ is the new weight and wp is the original weight of the criterion to be adjusted and wp’ is the 
value after the criterion was adjusted. We found this to be an easy method to adjust weights to reenter 
back into our model.
We manipulated several criterion weights, one at a time, and obtained a plot of the outputs ranks 
for the threats in Figure 8. The outputs shows that within modest changes in the weights that ultimately 
change the criteria that has the largest weights did not alter the top 3 threats. We conclude that we should 
investigate the top 3 threats.
TECHNOLOGY
Most real world problems require technology to assist the analyst or modeler. Micro-Soft Excel is avail-
able on most computers and represents a fairly good technological support for analysis for the average 
problems especially with Analysis ToolPak and the Solver installed. Other specialized software to assist 
analysts include: MatLab, Maple, Mathematica, LINDO, LINGO, GAMS, as well as some additional 
add-ins for Excel such as the simulation package, Crystal Ball. Analysts should avail themselves to have 
access to as many of these packages as necessary.
Every example shown here, except the Battle of the Bismarck Sea, used technology as the perfect 
partner with the mathematical model to obtain a useful solution.
CONCLUSION
We have provided a process to use mathematical modeling in operations research analysis and risk as-
sessment. We did not cover all the possible models but did highlight a few through illustrative examples. 
We emphasize that sensitivity analysis is extremely important in all models and should be accomplished 
prior to any decision being made.
Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis applied to homeland security risk assessment.
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